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Empowering Jewellers in the 
Digital Era: Introducing  
"DIGIGOLD's Revolutionary  
Jewellers Platforms"
DIGIGOLD is India’s most trusted digital platform started 

by Amrapali Gujarat with a mission to empower people to 

invest in Gold and Silver online at two-way (Buy & Sell) 

Wholesale Live market price. With over 50,000+ users 

onboarded, the platform is growing rapidly where the 

minimum amount of purchase starts from just Re 1 to 

buy either gold or silver, making it perpetually affordable. 

We provide one of the most Safe & Secure platforms in 

the market, providing customers with their metal holding 

placed in an independent SEBI-registered third-party Vault

To enhance its offerings and market share, DigiGold has 

recently launched a "Jewellers Platforms" which allows 

partners/jewelers to scale up their business in the online 

world offering precious metals in digital format with 100% 

ownership of the metal with the client. Jewellers Platforms 

comes with several features that’ll make the jeweler 

partner’s Gold & Silver business exponentially grow using 

the robust and 24*7 platform powered by DIGIGOLD.

To list some of the functionality of our Platform 

offering: 

Seamless Online Store Creation:

Jewelers can create their online store with just a few 

clicks and get it up and running within a few minutes. 

This portal will provide jewelers with an effortless way to 

manifest their online presence. From showcasing distinct 

collections to managing the entire inventory, our platform 

streamlines the entire process for partner, ensuring a 

seamless transition to the digital realm.

Powerful Dashboard:

As a store, partner gets access to the most powerful 

dashboard.  It’s time to say goodbye to the age of bulky 

catalogs and endless paperwork as DigiGold brings a new 

era of digital curation for jewelers. Through this portal, 

jewellers can seamlessly list products, sell at wholesale 

rates, manage orders, check order history, and much 

more.

Secure Payment Gateway Integration:

In the digital expanse, where transactions transcend 

physical boundaries, trust and security are the 

cornerstones upon which enduring success is built. 

DIGIGOLD’s Jewellers Platforms, guided by this 

immutable truth, has integrated secure payment gateways 

into its consecrated platform, bestowing upon jewellers 

and customers alike an unshakable sense of reassurance. 

At DIGIGOLD's Jewelers Platforms at the heart of this 

innovation is its e-commerce functionality, designed 

to streamline operations and enhance the customer 

experience. Jewellers can now easily create their online 

stores with a few clicks, showcase their exclusive 

collections, and manage inventory with unparalleled 

ease. Recognizing the importance of trust and security 

in the digital space, DIGIGOLD's jeweller platform offers 

secure shipping support to our partners. With a robust 

logistics infrastructure, partners can rest assured that 

their valuables are handled with the utmost care from 

packaging to delivery, ensuring a seamless transaction 

experience for both parties.

Streamlined customer verification with Auto KYC feature 

to comply with regulatory standards and speed up the 

transaction process, sellers can use the Auto KYC feature 

provided by DIGIGOLD. This automated verification 

process saves time. It also ensures compliance, creating 

a secure environment for vendors and consumers.

Flexibility with custom rates Furthermore, DIGIGOLD's 

jeweller's 24*7 platform empowers sellers with the 

flexibility to set custom rates, allowing them to quickly 

adapt to market dynamics and customer preferences.
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